RTG2430G and RTG2430GSS Instructions

The RTG2430G and RTG2430GSS includes 4 tube burners with on/off knobs, a igniter (located on the second burner from the left), pigtail hose, lil’ joe regulator that screws into a 20 or 40 pound propane tank and can hang on the end of the BBQ grill.

First time using this grill, open lid and remove the cooking grates. Open the lava rock bags and spread lava rock evenly on the wire mesh grates. These grates are located between the burners and the cooking grates. Throw away or recycle the plastic bags.

LIGHTING INSTRUCTIONS

1) Hook up pigtail hose with the lil joe regulator to the propane tank, make sure the tank connection on the regulator is tight. Make sure all four burner knobs are in the OFF position.
2) Open propane tank completely.
3) Turn the 2nd burner from the left on and push the igniter to light that burner.
   NOTE: If burner does not light by the igniter, use a long lighter and the hole below the 2nd burner to light it.
4) When 2nd burner from the left is lit, turn on 1st or 3rd burner, then 4th burner.

SHUT OFF INSTRUCTIONS

When done using the grill and ready to shut off, shut off the burners, then close the propane tank.